theology, and rhapsody. The translation was extraordinarily well
done because to the translators what they were translating was
not merely a curious collection of ancient books written by differ-
ent authors in different stages of culture, but the Word of God
divinely revealed through his chosen and expressly inspired
scribes. In this conviction they carried out their work with bound-
less reverence and care and achieved a beautifully artistic result. It
did not seem possible to them that they could better the original
texts; for who could improve on God's own style? And as they
could not conceive that divine revelation could conflict with what
they believed to be the truths of their religion^they did not hesi-
tate to translate a negative by a positive where such a conflict
seemed to arise, as they could hardly trust their own fallible know-
ledge of ancient Hebrew when it contradicted the very founda-
tions of their faith, nor could they doubt that God would, as they
prayed, take care that his message should not suffer corrup-
tion in their hands. In this state of exaltation they made a transla-
tion so magnificent that to this day the common human Britisher
or citizen of the United States of North America accepts and wor-
ships it as a single book by a single author, the book being the
Book of Books and the author being God. Its charm, its promise
of salvation, its pathos, and its majesty have been raised to trans-
cendence by Handel, who can still make atheists cry and give
materialists the thrill of the sublime with his, Messiah. Even the
ignorant, to whom religion is crude fetishism and magic, prize it
"as a paper talisman that will exorcise ghosts, prevent witnesses
fromlylng, and, if carried devoutly in a soldier's pocket, stop
bullets.
Now it is clear that this Bible worship, though at its best it
may achieve sublimity by keeping itgjiead in the skies, may
also make itself both ridiculous and dangerous by having its
feet off the ground. It is a matter of daily experience that a book
taken as an infallible revelation, whether the author be Moses,
Ezekiel, Paul, Swedenborg, Joseph Smith, Mary Baker Eddy,
or Karl Marx, may bring such hope, consolation, interest and
happiness into our individual lives that we may well cherish
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